[Effect of biologically active compounds of divalent platinum on the properties of the liquid crystal "microphase" of DNA].
The optical properties of the "microphases" modeling the state of the DNA molecule in the cell and formed of both the low molecular DNA and the DNA complexes with cis- and trans-isomers of dichlorodiamine platininum (II) were studied. It was shown that the intensive band characteristic of the circular dichroism spectrum of the initial DNA "microphase" was decreasing with binding of DNA to cis-Pt (II) or trans-Pt (II). The effect of cis-Pt (II) on the "microphase" optical properties was more significant than that of trans-Pt (II). The effect correlated with the biological activity of the cis- and trans-compounds of platinum. Possible causes of the decrease in the optical activity of the DNA "microphase" are discussed.